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R ecently, we revealed findings about “The New Sunday Morning,”
highlighting trends in church attendance and engagement since the
nation’s response to COVID-19 began in March of this year and

social distancing pushed services online. Barna researchers identified a few
types of churchgoers in this unique era of digital Church: Christians
streaming their pre-COVID-19 church online, Christians streaming a different
church online and Christians who have stopped “attending” church
altogether. (It should be noted, there is a segment of those who, prior to
COVID-19, were not attending church and are now attending online during
the pandemic—however, this group is currently too small to be considered
statistically significant and is not reported on here.)

In this article, we’ll take a closer look at each of these groups of Christians,
including generational and emotional trends among each. This data was collected
in late April through early May 2020, so percentages mentioned below may have
again shifted in recent weeks as the pandemic has progressed. However, the
responses shown here—reflecting engagement during the height of the U.S. social
distancing measures this spring—can be instructive for church leaders moving
forward, particularly following recent spikes in COVID-19 cases.

One in Three Practicing Christians Is Still and Only Attending Their Pre-
COVID Church
Recent data show that, among practicing Christians—those who identify as
Christian, agree strongly that faith is very important in their lives and attend church
at least monthly (prior to COVID-19)—over half (53%) say they have streamed their
regular church online within the past four weeks. Another 34 percent admits to
streaming a different church service online other than their own, essentially
“church hopping” digitally.

Finally, about one-third of practicing Christians (32%) says they have done neither
of these things. Though some of these churchgoers may be part of the minority of
congregations that were still gathering for physical worship during these weeks,
we can, for the most part, confidently interpret this group as those who have
dropped out of church for the time being.

Some respondents share that, over four weeks, they streamed both their church’s
online service as well as a different church’s service, perhaps taking advantage of
the variety and surge of digital options. However, the plurality has stayed tuned in
to their “home” church even at home; when looking for practicing Christians who
are still and only attending their pre-COVID-19 church, we find that just over a
third (35%) says this has been their course of action. Commitment extends to
frequency of attendance during distancing as well; practicing Christians who
stream the same church they attended before COVID-19 are significantly more
likely than those who have switched churches to attend on a weekly basis (81%
vs. 65%).

We see that very few (14%) have actually made a church switch amid the
pandemic. It is more likely for a Christian to have stopped attending church
altogether during the pandemic; in fact, 32 percent of practicing Christians have
done just that. The remaining 18 percent of practicing Christians are viewing
worship services from multiple churches throughout the month. 

Half of Practicing Christian Millennials Are Not Viewing Services Online
A profile of these groups of online churchgoers reveals a strong generational
pattern. When asked if they had attended church within the past four weeks,
exactly half of practicing Christian Millennials (50%) say they have not. The
percentages of Gen X and Boomers who have stopped attending online services
(35% Gen X, 26% Boomers) are lower than among their younger counterparts, but
still show the impact of COVID-19 precautions and regulations on what used to be
a regular practice.

While we can’t report on Elders on their own here due to low sample size, it’s
important to note that the Elder and Boomer groups combined make up over half
of the practicing Christian population in the U.S (56%). Though younger
generations might be more accustomed to digital routines and innovations, their
tenuous relationship with institutions seems to persist during this era of digital
Church. These trends highlight the importance of churches continuing to reach out
to and disciple the next generation, especially those who are seemingly falling
away during the pandemic.

Those No Longer Attending Church Bear More Emotional Burdens
Among practicing Christians who have lessened or completely stopped digital
worship attendance, Barna data show that individual flourishing—a term we apply
to new research-backed metrics church leaders can use to encourage spiritual
and personal growth among their people—is also hindered. This can be observed,
for example, in the way respondents answer questions related to certain
emotions. Respondents who have stopped attending church during COVID-19 are
less likely than their peers who are still attending the same church during the
pandemic to agree with the statement “I am not anxious about my life, as I have
an inner peace from God” (76% vs. 87%). Practicing Christians who have stopped
attending church in recent weeks are more likely than all other practicing
Christians to say they feel bored “all of the time” (17% vs. 6%) or that they have
felt “insecure” for at least some of each day (11% vs. 7%).

We can’t determine the exact cause or direction of these correlations—and
certainly, during a pandemic, the factors impacting well-being are many—but
these are at least indications of a more challenging emotional climate for those
who are not presently part of a church community. What we do know is that
churchgoers, even those who have stopped regularly attending worship services
during the pandemic, want support from a church community. Practicing
Christians across the U.S. are seeking “prayer and emotional support” (68% who
have moved churches during COVID-19, 52% who have stayed at their same
church) and “a Bible-centered message of hope and encouragement” (44% who
have stayed at their same church, 35% all other practicing Christians) from their
churches.

In a recent webcast, Caring for Souls in a New Reality, Barna president David
Kinnaman offered a more in-depth presentation of these findings. If you missed the
webcast or want to watch certain segments, visit Barna Access—our new digital
subscription service—to view the replay free for a limited time.

Barna Access is also home to our ChurchPulse tools, which can be utilized with a
free membership to measure the flourishing of your congregation.

Comment on this article and follow our work:
Twitter: @davidkinnaman | @barnagroup
Facebook: Barna Group

About the Research
The statistics and data-based analyses in this study are derived from a national
public opinion survey conducted by Barna among 1,000 U.S. adults. Responses
were collected online between April 28-May 5, 2020, using a nationally
representative panel. The rate of error for this data is +/- 2.2% at the 95%
confidence level.

Churched adults / churchgoers have been to church in the last six months.
Christians are self-identified Christians, including those who identify as Catholic,
excluding those who identify as Mormon or Jehovah’s Witness.
Practicing Christians identify as Christian, agree strongly that faith is very
important in their lives and have attended church within the past month.
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COVID-19 Conversations: Scott Sauls on
Juggling In-Person Worship & Online
Engagement

With COVID-19 cases rising across the nation, ChurchPulse Weekly podcast hosts
Nieuwhof and Kinnaman look at tracking data on the pandemic to see how the
health crisis is currently affecting pastors and their congregants. Scott Sauls,
senior pastor at Christ Presbyterian Church in Nashville, TN joins the conversation
to discuss reopening, in-person worship precautions and ongoing digital
engagement.
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